Building Bigger Dreams

ABEKO is Building Bigger Dreams
Since the beginning of the 1970s ABEKO has
been providing the hire of specialized and
in house developed earth moving machinery
to customers throughout the world and
especially in europe, the mediterranean and
middle eastern countries, for land based,
marine and intertidal applications.

Our broad technical expertise and experience, acquired over the course
of forty years, together with our great passion and commitment in
searching for the best solution in a creative way, results in innovative
and cost effective solutions to our customers needs.
We are businesslike but informal and with both feet on the ground we
will listen, communicate and advise. We believe that there lies the solid
basis for a fruitfull and long term relationship with our customers.
Most large industrial projects involve long program durations with
substantial plant inputs. By careful selection of machines to suit the
special needs of each operation and where necessary by conversion of
machines to specialised configurations we can accomplish the unique
challenges of complex projects.
We believe that plant hire involves much more than handing over a
machine in exchange for hire payments. We seek to ensure that our
customers have the correct machines for the job and are advised on
the best combination of machines and methodology to achieve a cost
effective, efficient and safe solution.

Demolition of old and re-building
of new breakwater in Dubai (UAE)

PLANT HIRE ON LAND
Demolition companies, civil contractors and industrial operators may
benefit from our advice and assistance in procurment from our diverse
range of excavators, shovels, conveyors and associated equipment.
Whether for short term hire on a specific project or long term in order
to ensure additional capacity to a client’s own production process,
65 meters of mobile conveyor belt
for the transhipment of iron ore
at Corus in IJmuiden, capacity of
3000 tonnes/h

our staff will provide advice and expertise based on knowledge and
experience in order to achieve the highest possible efficiency in plant
utilization.
For many years ABEKO has been employed in one of the largest steel
industries in europe; on the complex in IJmuiden we have set up a site
specific office in order to ensure a convenient and effective service to
our client. here we are providing specially adapted machines for the
handling and transport of steel products and by products from the
steelmaking process.

Caterpillar 990 used for the
transport of steel slabs at a steel
plant in IJmuiden

Of course our
customers
are afforded
professional
support by our
staff on site

ABEKO server 3 with Komatsu pc800 positioning rock armour of 6 to 14
tonnes to the breakwater at the new outer habour at Great Yarmouth
(UK)

PLANT HIRE ON WATER
Capital and maintenance dredging of ports, coast protection and
sea defence works, breakwaters for harbours and marinas, outfalls.
Pipeline and cable trenches, canal deepening, ABEKO marine have
the plant and expertise to undertake these projects. Our modern,
well maintained plant and equipment, including our range of self
ABEKO server 1 with TEREX O&K
RH 90 profiles rock armour, new
breakwater in Ras Laffan (Qatar)

manoeuvering seagoing jack leg and spud leg pontoons have been
specifically developed for works around the coast. Our machinery is
operated by experienced skilled staff who are well versed in working
within stringent program constraints under tidal conditions.

Demolition of a part of a sea lock
in Bremerhaven (Germany) with
the help of a Komatsu PC800

DEMOLITION
ABEKO is able to undertake all types of demolition in a responsible,
sustainable and safe manner. Buildings, industrial plants, river and
marine structures, we ensure a professional implementation needing
minimal management input from the client. Your instructions to us need
only be “the object has to be removed“. Heavy industrial demolition has
been familiar ground to us since the earliest days of abeko.

We ensure a
professional
implementation
needing minimal
management
input from the
client

Demolition of tile works
Düsseldorf (Germany) with the
help of a Hitachi ZX520
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